DELEGATES TO PEACE TABLE WORKING HARD FOR OPENING

Several Important Problems to Be Tackled, Ross Delegate Says From Paris Peace Conference

MONTENEGRO STATUS TO BE DETERMINED, ALSO

Manner of Dismissing News of Seams Amidst Report of Correspondents

NEWSPAPERS CONFERENCE

By Paul E. Williams

Paris, Jan. 16.—Several delegations from the various coalitions that are to be represented at the peace conference met today for the formal opening of the future sessions of the gathering.

The conference was opened with a formal address by the President, who expressed the hope that the delegates would work harmoniously and in the best interests of humanity.

THE SESSIONS AROUSE PROTEST

The opening session was marked by a strong expression of protest against the methods of the previous discussions.

REPORT RECOMMENDS HINTON BE REPLACED

Overseer at White Earth to Be Dismissed, Effective Jan. 16

WILLIE K. HINTON

First a letter from the commissioner in Des Moines,owa, recommending the removal of Overseer Willie K. Hinton from the charge of the Indian School at White Earth.

STATE SENATOR ASKS FULL CITIZENSHIP FOR MINNESOTA INDIANS

Bill Sent to Legislature

Senator John J. Peterson of Moorhead, which, if passed, would make trading in liquor in Minnesota a criminal offense.

THE BURBANK RUG

BURBANK RUG

Mr. Burbank, a well-known rug manufacturer, has just announced the opening of a new factory in the suburbs of Minneapolis, where he will manufacture his famous wool rugs.

LOCAL INTELLIGENCE

Blackwood Baptist Church

A new church to be built in the Blackwood district.

NEW MILLENIUM STORE RECEIVES A LARGE NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS

The new store, located in the downtown district, has received a large number of customers since its opening.

WTHEN RENEGADE

Whet when the renegade returns from the West, he will be welcomed by his friends and the people of the town.

ITALIAN CABINET RESIGNS

The Italian cabinet has resigned, following the recent elections.

KERENSKY, FORMER RUSSIAN PREMIER, LIVES QUIET LIFE

By Edwin Hurlburt

New York, Jan. 16.—John G. Kerensky, former Russian Premier, who was wounded in the Battle of Tannenberg, has been living quietly in New York City since his return.

KERENSKY SOCIALIZED BUT SPOKE OF HIS PRECESSION OF THE PRESENT INSTANT

Although Kerensky has been seen socializing, he has spoken of his preception of the present instant.

HARD TIMES

The depression continues to cast its shadow over the country.

GERMAN SPECIAL AGENTS IN U.S.

Several German special agents have been arrested in the United States.

THE MARCH OF THE PARTY

The Republican party is making good progress in the campaign.

KEVIN BELTRAMI TO PRESENT HIS CASE

Among the bills to be passed by the legislature is one by Kevin Beltrami, which will provide for the establishment of a new state university.

BETWEEN ANSI AND RELIGIOUS

The conflict between the religious and the secular groups continues.

THE FIVE SAVANTS

The five savants, who have been working on the problem of the future of the earth, have made some progress.

SABON AGAIN IN INSURANCE CHIEF

James Wibberley, former insurance chief, has been reappointed to the position.

THE RETURN OF THE BURBANK RUG

Mr. Burbank is expected to return to the rug business shortly.

BURLINGTON PLANT CRASH AT CHEROKEE SATURDAY NIGHT

The Burlington high school has been completely destroyed by fire.

BURLINGTON TO MAKE TRACKS IN GRAND PRAIRIE RAILROAD

The Burlington will make tracks in the Grand Prairie area, according to recent reports.
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(Date and place of article)

THIRTY-SIXTH IN RATING AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION

National Bone Dry Prohibition Becomes Effective One Year Today

FIGHT IS AS OLD AS CONSTITUTION ITSELF

B GOPS" Huee Bone Dry

A large number of newspapers have been published in support of the bone dry amendment.

KERENSKY PREMIER

The former Russian Premier, who is now living in New York, has been seen socializing recently.

CHICAGO DISTRIBUTORS

The distributors in Chicago are doing a good business.
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